
What is Jesting About? 
 
It’s a BBC North Talent initiative which hopes to find and develop 
comedy Talent from the North East of England.  
 
BBC is now halfway through a process of unprecedented editorial devolution 

– by 2016 we will have moved half of all our network production out of 

London. A key part of this will be our new home in the North at MediaCity in 

Salford Quays - the BBC’s biggest single move in our history.  This involves 

shifting five departments – Sport, Children’s, Learning, Radio Five Live, and 

parts of Future Media and Technology – from London to Greater Manchester, 

joining departments already there - Comedy, Drama, Entertainment, Religion, 

local programmes etc.  This means that the North will be home to the second 

biggest production base outside London.  

 

This move represents a unique opportunity for creative talent throughout the 

whole of the North of England, including the Northeast.   It doesn’t stop at 

Manchester. It starts there.   This massive project and commitment has 

to reach out to all the cities and communities of the greater north, invigorating 

the creative industries throughout the region, and channeling new blood back 

into our whole output – or  it will fail.   It's a huge priority for everyone 

involved in the BBC at MediaCity to make sure it starts to touch lives across 

the whole of the region. 

We're doing it for a number of reasons but the key one is audiences. The 

reality is that the further away from London you get, the less people feel that 

the BBC reflects them – their stories, their humour, their wit, their locations, 

their accents.  



So the move represents a unique opportunity for comedy talent here in the 

North East. We want to encourage a whole host of creative people to become 

involved with us.   BBC needs more iconic voices and faces online, on screen, 

on air expressing their unique creativity.  That means local voices that can 

appeal across the UK. The more authentically regional the BBC can be, the 

more successful it can be with all audiences.  

 

The next time talented comedy performers, producers and writers emerge in 

Newcastle, Sunderland, Durham, Darlington or Middlesbrough etc, we want to 

get there first, looking for them and spending time with them. We do that by 

being in the region itself.  Jesting About is a key part of it.  We are looking at 

this as a cross platform idea and involving our Comedy, Multiplatform, Writers’ 

Room and Local Radio teams. The aim is to help develop North East talent, 

whether you're a writer, stand-up, film maker or animator or digital expert.  

We want to put the best ideas in front of the Comedy Commissioners and see 

if we can win more commissions here and discover new talent.    

 The big win is that it means that BBC audiences – wherever they live – can 

enjoy more content that reflects where they are and who they are. 

 

The culmination of Jesting About will be a specially created event, in April 

2011, where successful applicants perform and showcase their work in from 

of BBC Commissioners and executives.  

 

 

 



The Briefs 

 1. Radio:  

BBC Newcastle and BBC Tees are keen to discover new comedic talent to 

write and/or perform sketch material for a specially commissioned half hour 

pilot show to be developed for a day-time audience across the North East. 

 

The 30 minute pilot programme will be made up of individual 2 minute written 

sections, which could be repeated across the output as separate packages. 

These sections can take the form of individual written stand-up sequences or 

performed vignettes.   

Each 2 minute section should be self contained and not reference any other 

part of the total broadcast.  

In terms of subject matter, we are interested in comedic reflections of life in 

the North East.  

Some tips from the experts: 

 If you’re going to parody a TV/Radio format, you should look to do a 

parody of a genre rather than a specific show (so: arts programmes 

rather than simply Imagine or The South Bank Show). 

 You’re more likely to catch our attention with a shorter sketch. If you 

can’t do the sketch in two minutes/two pages, ask yourself whether it’s 

worth it.  

 The material is being created for a regional audience from the North 

East. Please make the sketches relevant. 

 Please be aware of language and bear in mind you can’t really swear 

on Radio. Language has to be appropriate to audience expectations 



and consistent with the output which is aired by the BBC local radio 

stations. 

 Sketches work better when they contain distinct characters, rather than 

just dialogue between anonymous people.  

 

  

What we aren’t looking for: 

 Someone reading their blog over the top of a sound effect of a 

keyboard being tapped – we will have a talented and varied cast, bring 

more voices in.  

 Parodies of specific programmes/adverts.  

 Impressions (although the cast probably could do them if asked, we try 

to avoid direct impressions).  

 Meetings where a series of people pitch terrible ideas for TV 

shows/adverts/that sort of thing. 

 SatNav sketches. 

 Or, come to that, Twitter/Facebook/MySpace sketches.  

 

This scheme will be led by Jon Mountague, Executive Producer Comedy 

North. 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Online: 

The BBC's comedy presence online aims to be the primary destination for 

those who want to enjoy the best of British comedy (past, present and future). 

Audiences look towards multiplatform content for a 'quick lift' so visual 'point 

and laugh' content is popular (e.g. The X Husband) and instant gags will be 

more appreciated than thoughtful, clever missives. The personal nature of the 

environment also allows us to be more anarchic than on TV, so subversive 

and irreverent themes work well. 

 

We're interested in short-form (under 3 minutes) that can be enjoyed as 

stand-alone content to attract both existing and new audiences to BBC 

comedy. This can be live action, animation or use other digital technologies. 

Ideas can be experimental, using visually arresting approaches, but must be 

quick to turn around and feel like they've been made exclusively for BBC 

online. Whilst returning characters are welcomed e.g. Misery Bear, we don't 

want content with an ongoing narrative. Think about editing styles that borrow 

from the grammar of web viral.  

Proposals should consider how to innovate with established talent, giving 

them the freedom to create passion projects, revisit old favourites, or try out 

brand new ideas in the digital space. In addition, we're especially hungry for 

ideas that use diverse new talent. Be playful- we're happy to take risks to 

uncover new creative gems that could migrate to TV.  

We welcome collaborations from practitioners with different skills and 

approaches. 

 



This scheme will be led by Martin Trickey, BBC Comedy Multiplatform 

Commissioner and Will Saunders Executive Producer for 

bbc.co.uk/comedy 

 

3. Team Writing: 

This is a team writing initiative, which uses the American style ‘Show Runner’ 

model to create concepts, ideas and scripts for the BBC. The ‘show runner 

will be a high profile writer figure, who will lead and work with a newly created 

team of writers from the North East, and who will be focused around delivery 

of comedy scripts to a mainstream audience, with the faces they know in 

comedy and shows which they will love.  

 

Our goal is to partner with the very best writers and producers to create a 

collaborative team, which will develop concepts suitable for the broadest 

audiences.   

 

We are making the development of new and top drawer scripted comedy a 

high priority. And this scheme is a search for fresh and funny series for what 

has always been the natural home of popular mainstream comedy on British 

television. 

 

We are also looking to further reflect the diversity of our audience  

We want to see ideas brimming with confidence and underpinned with a real 

understanding of the BBC mainstream audience. We are not stipulating pre- 



or post-watershed, Friday night or after the Ten O'Clock News - we will find a 

place for the best sitcom ideas. 

 

While taking as read that we're looking for warm, funny, real-world ideas, we'll 

also be measuring ideas and scripts against these benchmarks: 

 

 Does the project stretch boundaries? 

 Distinctiveness - Could this pilot show appear on any other channel?  

 Will the project attract the biggest names or showcase key talent on the 

BBC.   

 Is the project ambitious and big enough for the BBC to build a 

marketing campaign around it?  

 Will it bring a new audience to the channel whilst satisfying its core 

viewers?  

This scheme will be led by Jon Mountague, BBC Executive Producer, 

Comedy North. 

 

Overall Timescale: 

You can apply for Jesting About from the 13th December 2010; applications 

will close on the 21st January 2011. 

All applications will be acknowledged. 

Successful applicants will be notified by the 10th February 2011. 

 



Successful Applicants will be required to attend North East located 

workshops, scheduled from the end of February 2011 and running 

throughout March 2011.  

Jesting About  

Potential dates for workshops are:  

 Friday 25th February 

 Saturday 26th February 

 Friday 11th March 

 Saturday 12th March 

 Friday 25th March 

 Saturday 26th March. 

All provisional and subject to availability of commissioners.  

 

Furthermore all successful applicants will be required to take part in the 

Jesting About Showcase, which will take place in Newcastle, on the 20th April 

2011 where BBC executives and Commissioners will be part of a specially 

invited audience to showcase work created as a result of this initiative.  

Selection Panel and Criteria 

There are three schemes which form part of Jesting About; Online, Radio and 
Team Writing.   

The selection panel for each will be led by the relevant BBC executive i.e. 
Martin Trickey will lead Online. They will be joined by at least two other BBC 
Comedy executives, as part of this process.  

Criteria for selection will be based on the appropriateness of ideas submitted 
for each brief, Online, Radio and Team Writing. We’re looking for applicants 
and ideas which are suitable for each platform and ideas which showcase 
comedy skills and the creativity of applicants whilst having audience appeal. 



We are especially interested in those who are already involved in comedy. 
We’re also keen to work with new talent but we would like you to show us 
evidence, either of previously published work or high levels of talent as part of 
your application.  

Eligibility: 

The North East is defined as the following metropolitan and non- metropolitan 
counties: Durham, Hartlepool, Middlesbrough, Northumberland, Redcar and 
Cleveland Stockton, Tyne and Wear and Darlington. 

All Applicants need to be over 18 years of age, on the 13th December 2010. 

You need to fit with the following criteria: 

You were born in the North East. 

You live in the North East and have done so for at least 2 years, on the 13th 
December 2010 

You have lived in the region for a demonstrative period of time, at least 2 
years. 

Employee’s or relatives of the BBC and NFM are ineligible. 

 

Application Rules: 

Please be explicit about which Jesting About scheme you intend to apply for: 
Online, Radio or TV Team Writing. 

On submission of your application, please state clearly which brief you wish to 
be considered for. 

There are no set numbers of places for each scheme, however we will apply 
strict criteria to the process and only the very best will be successful. 

An applicant should not submit more than 3 ideas to any scheme. 

Applicants will need to confirm that the Idea(s) or submission(s) are entirely 
their own works and that they hold all rights in the idea(s) or submission(s) 

The BBC will retain the ideas development rights for your idea(s) up to the 
31st December 2011. This will allow the BBC to work with you so that the idea 
can be fully supported and developed. 

After the 31st December the rights in the idea(s) will revert back to the original 
rights holder(s) 



This agreement can be extended, by mutual agreement, to go beyond the 31st 
December 2011. 

Ideas submitted are pilots and do not necessarily have to be of broadcast 
quality. We’re looking for creative ideas and talent as well as innovation. 

All Information contained in applications submitted will be held by the BBC 
and will not be shared with other parties, unless prior approval has been 
agreed.  

Successful applicants must confirm that they can attend North East located 
workshops which are planned for the end of February 2011 onwards. Details 
of venues, dates and times will be announced in early January 2011.  

Ideas which come through Jesting About have access to a small seed corn 
budget, which is held by the Northern Film and Media (NFM), in order to allow 
them to be developed and come to life.  

Funding will be at the discretion of NFM. 

For the avoidance of doubt, there is no guarantee that any idea or 
submission, even if selected, will be broadcast or used by the BBC. 

The BBC cannot guarantee that all materials will be sent back to you on 
completion of this initiative. 

Applicants should declare any relevant information regarding criminal 
conviction(s) as part of their application, although this may not disqualify them 
from taking part. 

All applications will be read by a member of the Jesting About project team 
and will be acknowledged via email. 

Please note if you will be responsible for clearance of music and visuals and 
content for your submissions and that it should be appropriate for a BBC 
audience. 

The decision of the BBC is final. 

The BBC has right to suspend or withdraw the initiative at any point, without 
notice. 

This initiative has been developed with the support and help of Northern Film 
and Media. 

If you are submitting multimedia content, please let us know in advance. 

Any submissions over 4MB cannot be sent received via email. Please use 
alternative digital delivery service.  



All rich media files should be in widely used format.  

Video: mov or .wmv.  

Text : Word document.  

Images:  jpeg. 

Jesting About is a BBC North, Comedy Multiplatform Initiative, led by 
Mario Dubois     mario.dubois@bbc.co.uk 

The Jesting About Newcastle based Producer is Helen Spencer and can 
be contacted by emailing helen.spencer1@bbc.co.uk 

Helen can be reached c/o BBC Newcastle, Barrack Road, Newcastle 
Upon Tyne NE99 2NE 

Jesting About can be contacted at jestingabout@bbc.co.uk 

 


